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I . E xecutive S ummary

By Robert O. Work and Shawn Brimley

Over the past several decades, the United States
has been an aggressive first mover in a war-fighting
regime centered on guided munitions and integrated battle networks. These innovations have
allowed U.S. forces to operate relatively uncontested in space, in the air, and on and under the
sea, and to dominate conventional force-on-force
land combat. For a variety of reasons – the geopolitics of rising powers, the global diffusion of
technology and counter-reactions by its adversaries
chief among them – the preeminence enjoyed by
the United States in this regime is starting to erode.
As a result, U.S. defense strategists and force
planners are confronted by a rapidly approaching future in which guided munitions and battle
networking technologies have proliferated widely
and are employed by both state and non-state
actors across the full range of military operations.
While senior force planners and policymakers
at the Pentagon, White House and Capitol Hill
increasingly recognize the potential challenges and
costs of operating against adversaries with such
sophisticated weapons, much remains to be done
to prepare the U.S. military for fighting against
adversaries capable of firing dense, accurate salvos
of guided munitions.
But the shift to something resembling guided
munitions parity is only a predicate challenge to
a potentially deeper revolution afoot – a move
to an entirely new war-fighting regime in which
unmanned and autonomous systems play central
roles for the United States, its allies and partners,
and its adversaries. U.S. defense leaders should
begin to prepare now for this not so distant future
– for war in the Robotic Age.1
Unmanned systems are familiar to the U.S. military, which has employed them in extensive and
sometimes dramatic fashion during the last decade
in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere. But these
largely remotely piloted air and ground vehicles
will soon be replaced by increasingly autonomous
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systems in all physical operating domains (air, sea,
undersea, land and space) and across the full range
of military operations. The United States will be
driven to these systems out of operational necessity and also because the costs of personnel and the
development of traditional crewed combat platforms are increasing at an unsustainable pace.
Unlike during the Cold War, when advanced
technologies such as missiles, guided munitions, computer networking, satellites, global
positioning and stealth stemmed largely from
government-directed national security research
and development strategies, the movement toward
the Robotic Age is not being led by the American
military-industrial complex. While defense companies are pursuing advanced stealth systems,
electric weapons and protected communications,
companies focused on producing consumer goods
and business-to-business services are driving many
other key enabling technologies, such as advanced
computing and “big data,” autonomy, artificial
intelligence, miniaturization, additive manufacturing and small but high density power systems.
All of these technologies – largely evolving in
the thriving commercial computing and robotics
sectors – could be exploited to build increasingly
sophisticated and capable unmanned and autonomous military systems.
A new war-fighting regime in which guided munitions and battle networking has fully proliferated
and unmanned and autonomous systems have
become central to combat will take some time to
manifest fully. Accordingly, we call this the “20YY”
regime to avoid needless debate over what decade
or year it might occur. Nevertheless, some of its
implications are already becoming clear.
A warfare regime based on unmanned and autonomous systems has the potential to change our basic
core concepts of defense strategy, including deterrence, reassurance, dissuasion and compellence.
These systems will have different characteristics
6  |

than their manned counterparts and will reshape
how the U.S. military postures and bases its
forces around the world and how senior decisionmakers consider decisions about the use of force.
Managing stability during periods of tension
may become far more difficult. The integration
of manned and unmanned systems in the armed
services will spur profound debates regarding
U.S. military roles and missions, the operational
concepts necessary to take full advantage of new
technologies, and the ethical and moral implications of doing so. Even fundamental military
concepts such as the relationship between offensive
and defensive military strategies or the interplay of
range, speed and mass will be greatly affected by a
shift toward unmanned and autonomous systems.
The 20YY war-fighting regime is not the realm of
science fiction. This report outlines why we believe
this shift is coming, what it heralds for U.S. defense
strategy and national security, and why and how
the Department of Defense (DOD) should take
advantage of this inevitable transition. There are
profound opportunities to properly posture the
U.S. armed services for this future if policymakers can make smart choices during the ongoing
defense downturn. There are equally great risks,
however, that poor decisions and a slow recognition of these powerful trends will put tomorrow’s
U.S. military at unnecessary risk.

I I . A P eriod o f P otentia l
D iscontinuous C h ange
While U.S. military planners have always sought
a technological advantage over their potential
adversaries, achieving and maintaining technological superiority became a central element of U.S.
grand strategy during the Cold War. This edge
was considered vital to help the U.S. armed forces
overcome the significant quantitative advantage in
conventional forces enjoyed by the Soviet military.
Ultimately, America’s technological offset strategy
underwrote its conventional (as well as its nuclear)
deterrent and helped to win the Cold War.2 It then
provided the U.S. military with unchallenged
military superiority for the first two decades after
the fall of the Soviet empire. As a result, technological superiority over potential state adversaries
is now considered a foundational aspect of any U.S.
defense strategy.
Today, however, many of the innovations spurred
by the intense military-technical competition with
the Soviet Union – in missilery, space systems,
guided munitions, stealth and battle networking –
have proliferated widely enough to pose challenges
to traditional forms of U.S. power projection. As
such, military planners must now assume that in
some future scenarios U.S. armed forces may be
forced to fight for theater access and freedom of
maneuver in ways not seen since World War II. The
ramifications of this emerging anti-access-power
projection competition is now an important part of
various high-level debates at the Pentagon, forcing senior leaders to reconsider America’s global
defense posture and revise its contingency plans
and procurement priorities.
Planning for a world of widely proliferated antiaccess weapons would be challenging under any
circumstances. The challenge is compounded by
the need to account for an emerging set of new,
potentially disruptive technologies that may create
sharp discontinuities in the conduct of warfare.

Technological superiority over
potential state adversaries
is now considered a
foundational aspect of any
U.S. defense strategy.
Chief among them is the rise and rapid proliferation of unmanned systems. Unmanned systems
have already profoundly reshaped U.S. defense
strategy and procurement priorities and are growing increasingly important in militaries worldwide.
Thousands of unmanned systems of various types
are now found in the U.S. inventory. At least 75
countries are investing in unmanned systems.3
Other emerging technologies may disrupt the
global military balance as well, such as offensive
cyber warfare tools; advanced computing; artificial
intelligence; densely interconnected, multiphenomenology sensors; electric weapons such
as directed energy, electromagnetic rail guns and
high-powered microwave weapons; additive manufacturing and 3-D printing; synthetic biology; and
even technologies to enhance human performance
on the battlefield.4 All of these technologies –
driven primarily by demand and advances in the
commercial sector – are emerging today and hold
the potential to spark a new “military-technical
revolution.”
A military-technical revolution (MTR) occurs
when new military technologies, operational
concepts, and organizations combine to produce
dramatic improvements in military effectiveness
and combat potential.5 As argued by military
theorists, MTRs are often associated with broader
revolutions in warfare – periods of sharp, discontinuous change that render obsolete or subordinate
existing military regimes or the most common
means for conducting war. These changes may
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The Navy experimental unmanned aircraft, the X-47B, taxis to it’s launch position on the flight deck aboard the nuclear powered aircraft carrier
USS Theodore Roosevelt, off the Virginia coast, Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013. The Navy says the tests have demonstrated a drone’s ability to integrate
with the environment of an aircraft carrier.
(Steve Helber/Associated Press)

apply to militarily relevant technologies, concepts
of operation, methods of organization, available
resources, or a combination of several of these
things. They are also often linked with broader
political, social, economic and scientific transformations. The development of an MTR may be rapid
or it may evolve more gradually before a revolutionary threshold is reached. Once this occurs,
existing military regimes are often upended by new
more dominant ones, leaving old ways of warfare
behind.6
The premise of this paper is that the next several
decades may see a period of discontinuous change
in both technology and warfare. This premise is
based on four perceived trends. First, as the guided
munitions-battle network regime continues to
mature, the monopoly long enjoyed by the United
States in this regime will likely continue to erode
as the associated technologies proliferate to both
8  |

state and non-state actors alike. This will require
the armed forces to develop new ways and means
to operate and survive on ever more lethal battlefields. Second, the increasing lethality of guided
munitions warfare, coupled with the rising costs
of manpower and crewed combat systems and
commensurate reduction in their numbers, will
likely lead to a smaller U.S. military, which, while
qualitatively superior, may not have sufficient
quantity to prevail against sophisticated adversaries. Third, rapid advances in computing power, big
data, artificial intelligence, miniaturization, robotics and additive manufacturing, among others,
will make unmanned systems increasingly capable,
autonomous and more cost-effective. Fourth, as
more and more adversaries begin to employ guided
munitions and as large numbers of effective and
low-cost unmanned systems proliferate, mass will
likely once again become more prominent in U.S.
military force-on-force calculations. And, because

On Military Revolutions
A number of commentators have
written about military-technical
revolutions, revolutions in war, revolutions in warfare and revolutions
in military affairs.7 While these
terms are often used interchangeably, they should not be.
We prefer and use the term
“military-technical revolution”
to describe dramatic improvements in military effectiveness
and combat potential due to the
application of new technologies
or combat systems. We adopt
Eliot Cohen’s term “revolution in
warfare” to describe periods of
discontinuous change that upend
existing military regimes or, as
argued by Richard Hundley, existing military core competencies.
We believe that even as the ways
and means of warfare evolve over
time, the fundamental nature of
war remains immutable. Moreover,

we see these two terms as related
but distinct. As Hundley argues,
not all revolutions in warfare
are technology driven. Similarly,
not all military-technical revolutions lead to broader revolutions
in war. Finally, we avoid using
“revolution in military affairs”
altogether, a term that came to
vogue in U.S. defense circles in
the 1990s, because it is associated
with two ideas we categorically
reject: that technology will lead to
“dominant battlespace awareness”
and “dominant battle knowledge,” essentially lifting the fog
and friction of war; and that the
combination of battle networks
and guided munitions will make
future wars short, sharp, clean and
relatively casualty free.
Like Barry Watts, we subscribe to
the notion that “the fundamental nature of war is essentially an

of the high cost of people and manned platforms,
the impetus toward greater battlefield mass is
more likely to be reflected in greater numbers of
unmanned systems rather than in more or larger
manned units or crewed systems.
We hypothesize that these four trends may spark a
new unmanned military-technical revolution, and
perhaps even a broader revolution in warfare. In
order to maintain its technological superiority during and after the transition from one war-fighting
regime to another, the Department of Defense must
begin now to prepare for it. However, the U.S. armed
forces are just coming to grips with the operational
and organizational ramifications of the steadily
maturing guided munitions-battle network regime.

interactive clash – a Zweikampf
or two-sided ‘duel,’ as Carl von
Clausewitz characterized it –
between independent, hostile,
sentient wills dominated by
friction, uncertainty, disorder and
highly nonlinear interactions.”8
Nothing about technology – bullets, bombs, or robots – alters
the fact that war is a human
endeavor, with decidedly deadly
consequences for warfighters
and civilians once the forces of
war are unleashed. Technology
does not make war more clinical;
it makes it more deadly. Precision
does not make the battlefield
more sterile, but rather makes it
increasing lethal. The technologies and trends explored in this
report will make future battlefields
more complex for defense leaders,
and more dangerous for those in
harm’s way.

Thinking about the successor robotic regime likely
following closely in trail is even less mature. As a
result, DOD is in danger of making poor decisions
during the coming defense drawdown, during which
the Pentagon must make disciplined, prioritized
programmatic choices if it hopes to prepare the U.S.
armed forces for a future characterized by ubiquitous unmanned and autonomous systems. To allow
the U.S. military both to weather these buffeting
winds of change and to capitalize on real opportunities to extend America’s technological edge, DOD
must urgently spur new thinking and research on
the changing nature of warfare and the types of new
systems, organizations, and operational concepts
needed to conduct it.
|  9
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I I I . T h e R ise o f G uided M unitions
War fare
Before exploring the contours of any potential
future revolution in warfare, however, it is important to understand fully the current war-fighting
regime, in which combat will be dominated
increasingly by guided munitions and the battle
networks that employ them.

10  |

Since the first caveman picked up a club, extending one’s reach to strike the enemy from standoff
distances has been critical in warfare. Once rocks
and spears were thrown in battle, and especially
after slings and bows and arrows appeared, the
contested zone between opposing forces expanded
to hundreds of yards wide. With the development
of modern firearms and machine guns, contested
zones expanded to more than a thousand yards;
with artillery, tens of miles; and with air-dropped
bombs, hundreds of miles. The key characteristic of
combat using unguided, ballistic munitions – even
over relatively short ranges – was that most munitions that were thrown, shot, fired, launched, or
dropped ultimately missed their targets. Moreover,
miss distances increased rapidly as the range to
target increased. Consequently, especially when
firing at targets that first moved freely in two
dimensions (e.g., maneuvering troops, cavalry,
vehicles or ships) and later in three (e.g., aircraft,
missiles, submarines, etc.), or while firing at fixed
or moving targets from a moving platform (e.g.,
horses, tanks, aircraft, submarines, ships, etc.),
a force had to mass hundreds of platforms or
weapons systems, release thousands of projectiles, bombs, or munitions, or both, to achieve the
desired battlefield effects or accept the risks of closing the range.9 Similarly, to maximize success at
the point of an attack, maneuver forces would often
seek to aggregate forces in order to achieve a local
superiority in numbers and to increase the effectiveness of their preliminary bombardments. As a
result, unguided weapons warfare had an inherent
bias toward mass.

During World War II, two technical alternatives
to unguided weapons warfare presented themselves, both with latent revolutionary effects. The
one with the most immediate, visceral impact was
the atomic bomb – a weapon with enough sheer
explosive power to destroy all but the most hardened targets, even with relatively large aiming
errors. Given their great destructive potential, for
a time atomic weapons upended the tactics associated with unguided weapons warfare. Military
planners assumed they would have to disperse
their forces for survivability, mass only when
necessary to achieve effects, and then quickly
re-disperse before being subject to atomic strike.
However, the command and control and mobility
challenges associated with continually dispersing, massing and re-dispersing forces under the
threat of atomic attack vexed military planners
throughout the 1950s.10 Consequently, once the
United States and Soviet Union achieved nuclear
parity and the likelihood of tactical nuclear warfare faded, military planners generally reverted
to the familiar massed conventional tactics of the
unguided weapons era.
The second technical alternative to unguided
weapons warfare came in the form of guided
conventional weapons – weapons that actively
corrected their trajectories and flight paths to
home in on their targets or aim points after being
fired, released, or launched.11 These weapons made
their combat debut in 1943. That year, German
submarines launched the first passive acoustic
homing torpedoes against two allied convoys,
sinking several merchant ships in the process.
U.S. Navy patrol aircraft scored the first U-boat
kill using the Mark 24 FIDO air-dropped acoustic
homing “mine.” And German bombers used six
Fritz X radio-controlled guided glide bombs to
sink the Italian battleship Roma.12 As even these
early weapons proved, guided munitions often
achieved direct hits on their targets even when
fired singly or in small salvos. Moreover, guided

Figure 1: British Tactical Battle Network During 1940 Battle of Britain

During the Battle of Britain, defending forces employed a tactical battle network consisting of radar and spotters (a surveillance grid), hardened operations centers connected by radio and underground cables (a command, control and coordination grid), and a series of battlefield systems including anti-aircraft guns and fighter squadrons
(an effects grid). The use of this tactical battle network decreased the element of surprise, allowing the outnumbered defenders to mass at the point of German attack.

weapons had the same accuracy whether fired at
their minimum or maximum engagement ranges.
In other words, conventional guided munitions
introduced a new combat engagement paradigm:
weapons accuracy independent of range.
Having munitions able to correct for aiming
errors and reduce miss distances to near zero even
across great engagement ranges sparked additional technological adaptation. Since having an
advantage in reach over an adversary is useful in
almost any force-on-force combat situation and in
any operating domain, soon after the first guided
weapons appeared, tactical users naturally sought
munitions with greater and greater maximum
effective ranges. Indeed, in 1945 – just two years
after the first guided weapons were employed –
a U.S. patrol aircraft struck and nearly sunk a
Japanese destroyer at a range of 20 nautical miles

with a radar-guided anti-ship glide bomb, all while
operating safely beyond the range of the destroyer’s
defensive battery.13 Obviously, these types of “overthe-horizon” engagements required some type of
cueing and aiming system. The quest for increased
effective weapon ranges thus spurred the co-development of new battle networks – sensing, tracking,
targeting and planning networks – designed to
direct long-range salvos of guided munitions.14
The first battle networks actually came before the
development of guided weapons. For example, in
1940 during the Battle of Britain, the outnumbered
British air and air defense forces opposed attacking German bombers with a tactical battle network
consisting of: a surveillance grid with both long- and
short-range sensors (radar and spotters); a dedicated command, control and coordination (C3) grid
consisting of distributed and hardened operations
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centers connected by radio and buried telephone
cables; and an effects grid that employed an array
of battlefield systems, including radar-controlled
anti-aircraft guns, British fighter squadrons, barrage balloons and electronic combat forces.15
However, this battle network primarily helped take
surprise out of the equation. This was an important development, allowing the outnumbered and
outgunned Royal Air Force to effectively counter German attacks. At the point of interception,
however, massed British fighter formations armed
with machine guns firing unguided rounds still
hurled themselves against massed German bomber
streams defended by bomber crewmen and defending fighters shooting unguided rounds. It was not
until the effects grids of subsequent air defense
networks included guided surface-to-air and air-toair missiles that massed collisions of defending and
attacking air forces began to change. Accordingly,
the development of ever more capable guided
weapons and battle networks has been forever inextricably linked.
Together, the combination of guided weapons and
battle networks sparked a period of relatively rapid
change in warfare. After 1945, war-fighting community after war-fighting community adopted
guided weapons and assembled the tactical
battle networks to employ them, spurring tactical innovations and improvements in combat
performance in all operating domains. The firstmovers consisted of those communities forced to
engage targets that moved freely in three dimensions, such as the air defense, air-to-air fighter and
anti-submarine warfare communities. During the
1950s, many of the early generations of guided
munitions had atomic warheads to offset deficiencies in their terminal accuracy. By the Vietnam
War, however, most tactical munitions were armed
with conventional warheads, due both to improvements in terminal guidance systems and concerns
over nuclear escalation. Moreover, the U.S. airto-ground community began experimenting with
12  |

a new generation of offensive guided weapons,
including bombs and missiles with electro-optical,
laser or anti-radiation guidance. These weapons
proved to be extremely accurate, allowing U.S. tactical air forces to attack a wide array of targets with
unerring precision.16
The Vietnam War was followed by the 1973 Yom
Kippur War, which punctuated the increasing
lethality of guided munitions on the battlefield.17
The dramatic effectiveness of these weapons
spurred American defense thinkers to begin
exploring new operational concepts that linked
long-range sensors and guided munitions to
counter the Soviet conventional numerical superiority in Europe. These new operational concepts,
highlighted during experiments and exercises,
demonstrated great promise. Indeed, by the mid1980s, they caused Soviet military theorists to
conclude that the linking of wide-area sensors, new
methods of command and control, and long-range
conventional guided munitions would represent a
new military technical revolution, as the resulting
“reconnaissance-strike complexes” would be able
to achieve destructive effects equivalent to tactical
nuclear weapons.18
As was the case for nuclear weapons, the culmination of guided munitions and battle networks
employed in reconnaissance-strike complexes
promised to alter fundamentally the requirement
for battlefield massing in large force-on-force
engagements – but in a more elegant and tactically
useful way than nuclear weapons. Since a single
guided weapon had a good chance of destroying or neutralizing its intended target, instead of
having to mass enough weapons to ensure a single
target was hit, an attacker had only to fire enough
weapons to saturate an opponent’s defenses. And,
when firing munitions blessed with accuracy
independent of range, forces could now mass effects
by fire from great distances while operating from
a dispersed posture, using far less ammunition.
Consequently, a smaller defending force employing

A Tomahawk cruise missile lights up the night sky as it is fired from the USS Wisconsin in a January 1991 file photo. The effectiveness of guided
munitions during the war led the U.S. military to make a concerted move toward a new war-fighting regime.
(John McCutcheon/Associated Press File Photo)

guided munitions might defeat a larger attack
force that employed only unguided munitions.19
Similarly, offensive forces firing guided munitions
could be made much smaller and could conduct
distributed attacks across wide fronts or along
multiple axes, further adding to the burden of the
defense. Accordingly, in collisions between conventional forces, a smaller force employing guided
weapons might be capable of defeating a much
larger force that employed unguided ones.
This type of thinking appeared to be validated in the
1990-91 Persian Gulf War, when a U.S.-led coalition attacked an Iraqi army built in the Industrial
Age for unguided munitions warfare. Even though
guided munitions represented less than 10 percent of all American munitions expended during
the war, their astounding accuracy and battlefield
effectiveness seemed to confirm Soviet theorizing

about the revolutionary effects of new operational
guided-weapon battle networks which would render
unguided weapons warfare subordinate in large
force-on-force engagements. Consequently, one
can think of Operation Desert Storm as the “defining battle” of the guided munitions-battle network
revolution, spurring the American military – particularly its air forces – to make a concerted move
toward guided munitions.20
This move was made easier because the U.S. components for effective operational battle networks had
been assembled during the Cold War. The American
space-based strategic intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR) grid, originally designed to
support national leaders, was reconfigured to provide direct support to theater commanders and their
forces. The U.S. global command, control, communications, computer and intelligence (C4I) grid,
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A fighter from the Tawhid Brigade, which operates under the Free Syrian Army, fires an anti-tank missile in Aleppo, Syria in November 2013.
(Molhem Barakat/Reuters)

designed to continue operations during and after a
nuclear exchange, was similarly reconfigured to support theater campaigns. Under the banner of “C4I
for the Warfighter,” the C4I grid gradually transitioned from mainframe computers to distributed
servers and desktops in regional operating centers
around the globe, utilizing new Internet protocols.
This transition helped combat forces fighting in
distant theaters of operations to form common
operating pictures and conduct interactive, collaborative planning at all levels. Finally, U.S. effects
grids were improved with the development of bombs
and missiles with reliable Global Positioning System
(GPS) and inertial navigating systems, which could
be employed day or night and in all weather conditions, allowing sustained 24-hour-a-day guided
munitions bombardment.
These moves all contributed to the formation
of very powerful Joint multidimensional battle
networks that employed greater and greater
14  |

percentages of guided munitions. Indeed, by 1999,
approximately 30 percent of all air-to-ground
weapons employed against Serbian forces during
Operation Allied Force were guided. Four years
later, during Operation Iraqi Freedom, the percentage of guided weapons rose to nearly 65 percent of
all munitions expended.21 The effectiveness of these
weapons spurred other war-fighting communities
to begin developing an array of battlefield guided
rockets, artillery, mortars and missiles (often
referred to as G-RAMM), many of them employed
to great effect later in Iraq and Afghanistan.
As an opportunistic and aggressive first mover
in the guided munitions-battle network regime,
the United States accrued significant combat
advantages in conventional force-on-force engagements, as seen in Operation Desert Storm, the
initial stages of Operation Enduring Freedom, and
the early conventional phase of Operation Iraqi
Freedom. These advantages were so pronounced,
and so difficult to duplicate on the scale produced

Figure 2: Accuracy and Employment of Air-Dropped Guided Munitions by United States
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• No use of guided
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• Gravity bomb CEP
is 3,300 ft

B-17s			

Vietnam

Gulf War

• 9% guided munitions use
• Limited but
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• Weather limits guided
guided munitions
munitions use
• Gravity bomb CEP • CEP <300 ft for gravity
down to 400 ft
bombs

F-4s		

F-15s		F-16s
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• Guided munitions
predominate
• Smaller weapons
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Unmanned
Combat Aerial
Systems

90% Guided
Munitions
or more

69% Guided
Munitions
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Munitions
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• 69% guided munitions
• GPS weapons allow all
weather use
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CEP, a measure of accuracy, defines the radius of a circle in which 50% of a salvo’s munitions fall. Since WWII, CEPs for guided munitions have fallen precipitously. The
above image illustrates falling CEPs for air-dropped munitions since World War II and the increasing employment of guided munitions since the Vietnam War.

by American forces, that potential adversaries
quickly sought means to blunt the effectiveness of
U.S. guided munitions-battle networks.
One approach for an opposing force was to deny or
hinder the American’s ability to find and attack targets by practicing deception, going underground or
hiding in caves. These tactics were practiced effectively by the Serbian army during Operation Allied
Force, al Qaeda and the Taliban in Afghanistan and
Pakistan, and the North Koreans and Iranians.22
Another effective variant of this target denial
strategy was for an enemy to hide “amongst the
people” and conduct close-in ambush attacks, as
practiced by Islamist terrorist groups in both Iraq
and Afghanistan.23 A different approach was to try

to deter attacks by a U.S. multidimensional conventional battle network by pursuing nuclear weapons,
as practiced by North Korea and now threatened by
the Iranians. Another was to use guided munitions
and battle networks in discrete combat situations
in order to even the odds and inflict heavy casualties on technologically superior militaries. This
tactic was employed by the Vietnamese Peoples Air
Force against U.S. tactical air forces in the skies over
North Vietnam and the Egyptian Army against the
Israeli Defense Forces in 1973, and by Hezbollah
against the Israelis in the 2006 Lebanon War.24 And,
of course, opponents could try limit the effectiveness and operational relevancy of guided munitions
and battle networks by avoiding large force-on-force
confrontations altogether and waging long-term
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insurgencies designed to exhaust American power
and will, as seen in Iraq and Afghanistan.

were set sometime between 2025 and 2030 (approximately 30 years in the future).26

All these approaches represent strategies of weaker
powers, however. It seemed reasonable to assume
that at some point in the future the U.S. military
might confront a more formidable adversary capable
of competing directly in the new war-fighting
regime on far more equal terms. This eventuality
was explored as early as November 1993 in a draft
thought piece written by Michael G. Vickers for the
Office of Net Assessment (ONA) in the Pentagon.
The premise of A Concept for Theater Warfare in
2020 was that the guided munitions-battle network
revolution would likely transform the conduct of
war between large state adversaries during the next
two to three decades. The paper envisioned new
systems, organizations and concepts of operations to
construct a single, coherent vision of how war might
be fought in a new, discontinuous military regime
characterized by warfare between adversaries with
conventional guided munitions-battle network parity.
The intent was to identify potential new strategic,
operational and tactical problems posed by the
emerging military revolution for further analysis,
computer simulation and war-gaming, in order to
stimulate the development of new concepts and
organizations within the U.S. armed forces.25

The purpose of the war games was to analyze
the 20XX MTR regime and its associated force
capabilities; evaluate candidate MTR operational and organizational concepts; and identify
operational and organizational issues that merited
further exploration and investigation.27 To reach
these aims, the games explored in detail mid- to
high-intensity warfare in a fully mature guided
munitions war-fighting regime in which the United
States and its allies waged advanced, multidimensional campaigns against a large peer competitor
and its allies. The large peer competitor was presumed to have rough guided munitions and battle
network parity with the U.S. military, albeit with
asymmetrical capabilities. Game play included
operations within and across all operating domains
and employment of advanced biological weapons.28

Vickers’ paper spurred rich debate and thinking
about the potential future of interstate war in a
war-fighting regime characterized by widely proliferated long-range precision strike capabilities. It also
prompted ONA to sponsor a war game series called
Future Warfare 20XX. The 20XX games, which
began in 1995 and continued through December
2000, were waged in an alternate future where the
key technological and strategic trends described
in A Concept for Theater Warfare in 2020 had fully
played out. Game conflict scenarios were set in the
unspecified year of “20XX” to avoid needless debate
over the precise time frame during which the postulated forces and capabilities might become available.
In practice, however, players assumed the games

By the end of the series, game players and observers concluded that three key drivers would
establish the basic contours of the envisioned 20XX
regime. These drivers were:
• Nuclear weapons and deterrence would continue to
truncate conventional war below the strategic level;
• Guided munitions warfare was offensive dominant, meaning offensive striking capabilities
would tend to dominate defensive ones; and
• Stealth, broadly defined, would not only remain
practicable, but would also become central to
survival in the guided munitions-battle network
regime.29

I V. imp l ications o f a mature
G uided M unitions - B att l e
N etwor k R egime
The Future Warfare 20XX war game series was
considered a great success within the Office of Net
Assessment. The hope was that the insights and
thinking developed over the course of the series
would help prompt and inform a thorough transformation of the U.S. armed services, with new
sensors, weapons systems and operational concepts
in better alignment with the guided munitions
war-fighting regime. During the decade after the
attacks of September 11, 2001, however, the U.S.
military headed in a direction that at first appeared
much different from that posited in Future Warfare
20XX. Having found itself in two long-term irregular campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S.
armed forces naturally focused their attention on
counterinsurgency and counterterrorist operations
instead of conventional force-on-force combat.
Indeed, the nature of these two campaigns caused
many to openly question or disparage the thinking
behind the “revolution in military affairs” touted in
the 1990s.30
Nevertheless, while the specific form of theater
warfare envisioned in the Future Warfare 20XX
games did not immediately come to pass (nor did
the games project this to happen), many of the
fundamentals foreseen by the game have, perhaps
surprisingly, borne fruit even as the U.S. military
found itself waging irregular conflicts. As terrorists
and insurgents began hiding among the people and
in complex and urban terrain, they were hounded
by a patient and relentless man-hunting campaign, facilitated by sophisticated human tracking
sensor grids, a highly integrated interagency C3
and targeting grid, and an effects grid including
special operations forces and progressively smaller
guided munitions capable of striking individuals accurately with very little collateral damage.
Indeed, given the discrete lethality of the effects
grid, the balance of effort in U.S. counterterrorism

operations has focused much more on “finding”
and “fixing” bad actors – with “finishing” generally
the least time-consuming aspect of any operation.
This is precisely the same type of intense “hiderfinder” competition foreseen in high-intensity
guided munitions warfare, if different in kind.31

The effect has been that the
dominance enjoyed by the
United States in the late
1990s/early 2000s in the areas
of high-end sensors, guided
weaponry, battle networking,
space and cyberspace systems,
and stealth technology has
started to erode. Moreover,
this erosion is now occurring
at an accelerated rate.
Meanwhile, in the 13 years since the last 20XX
game, foreign nation-state C4I, surveillance and
reconnaissance systems, and guided munitionsbattle network capabilities have become increasingly
sophisticated and capable. Indeed, these systems
now form the very robust and advanced “anti-access
and area denial” (A2/AD) capabilities envisioned
in the 20XX war game series.32 The effect has been
that the dominance enjoyed by the United States in
the late 1990s/early 2000s in the areas of high-end
sensors, guided weaponry, battle networking, space
and cyberspace systems, and stealth technology
has started to erode. Moreover, this erosion is now
occurring at an accelerated rate.33
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A fully armed MQ-9 Reaper unmanned aerial vehicle taxis down the runway at an air base in Afghanistan in 2007, on its way to another wartime
mission. Unmanned systems will evolve from largely remotely-piloted vehicles to increasingly autonomous systems. Dozens of countries are
investing in unmanned systems of all types.
(Staff Sgt. Brian Ferguson, USAF/Associated Press)
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• Emblematic of what is possible with advanced
battle networks is the People’s Republic of
China’s (PRC) assembly of a multidimensional,
land-based reconnaissance-strike complex,
which aims to deter, forestall and ultimately
defeat any outside military intervention into the
Western Pacific region. Whereas the preferred
effectors in U.S. operational battle networks are
currently shorter-range air-delivered munitions,
the PRC military emphasizes longer-range ballistic and cruise missiles. Indeed, the ballistic
missiles of the People’s Liberation Army’s Second
Artillery Corps can already reach American
forward bases throughout East Asia and carrier

strike forces operating at sea inside the “second
island chain.” The missiles may soon be capable
of reaching U.S. bases on Guam.34
• Beyond advanced competitors such as China and
Russia, as guided munitions and battle networking technologies have become less expensive and
more widely proliferated, second-tier states such
as Iran have also begun to pursue ballistic missiles and guided munitions. Additionally, Iran
has also transferred increasingly sophisticated
guided weapons to its non-state proxies, including Hezbollah.35
• Guided rockets, artillery, mortar rounds and

missiles are now increasingly found in the order
of battle of most modern militaries and even
some non-state actors.36
• Finally, irregular adversaries can create their
own simple guided munitions simply by appropriating commercially available technologies
such as small unmanned aerial vehicles and
packing them with explosives. Or, as was the case
on September 11, 2001, by hijacking an aircraft
and employing it as a heavy cruise missile.
This discussion is not meant to imply that the
future of warfare will be characterized solely by
collisions between battle networks employing
guided munitions. Because of the nuclear overhang, the chance of direct wars with advanced
states is relatively low. Far more likely will be conflicts with their regional proxies or other regional
powers. Even then, direct force-on-force battles
may be rare, with irregular warfare, insurgencies,
and terrorism more prevalent. Such conflicts will
continue to be messy, deadly affairs, with more
deaths caused by small arms or even machetes
than guided munitions. But that does not mean
that the maturation of the guided munitions-battle
network regime can or should be ignored. Given
the foregoing observable trends and the demonstrated lethality of combat with guided munitions,
future U.S. military interventions are likely to be
increasingly costly across the full range of military
operations. As retired Lieutenant General George
Flynn, U.S. Marine Corps, noted, “ … the prospect
of even non-state actors being able to hit more or
less everything they aim at with precision guided
mortars, artillery and short-range rockets is not
only worrisome, but unavoidable as relatively
inexpensive guided weaponry proliferates world
wide.”37
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V. N eeded : A Concerted R esponse
Just as the U.S. military begins grappling with
the implications of the steadily maturing guided
munitions-battle network revolution, however,
the United States finds itself on the leading edge
of its fifth major defense drawdown since the
end of World War II, and it could be a prolonged
one. The 2012 Strategic Review, the 2013 Strategic
Choices and Management Review and the followon Quadrennial Defense Review represent DOD’s
first attempts to balance its current and future
military capabilities and capacities with reduced
defense resources. They will not be the last. It may
take three to five years – if not longer – before the
department settles on a stable, balanced defense
program, and the decisions made during this
period are certain to have a lasting impact on the
pace and direction of U.S. force modernization.
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Given current U.S. global security responsibilities, the natural tendency will be to give preference
to military capabilities that are perceived to be
more affordable or “good enough” for today’s
adversaries, rather than making new investments
in research and development or pursuing more
expensive, advanced systems focused on potential future high-tech warfare. In addition, as the
services necessarily downsize to manage shrinking
budgets, there will be a tendency to retain as much
capacity in legacy platforms and approaches as
possible, rather than reduce traditional platforms
even further to pursue new, arguably untested
concepts and technologies. Meanwhile, both
first-tier states like China and Russia and secondtier states like Iran are exporting state-of-the art
guided munitions and battle networking technologies to their allies or willing buyers, hastening their
proliferation. And, as previously discussed, even
non-state actors could introduce innovative and
lethal military systems simply by buying and modifying commercially available technologies and
systems. Moreover, China and Russia are investing
heavily in even more advanced technologies such

The key force design challenge
will be to make this smaller
future fighting force one that
is as or more effective than the
larger legacy force, and one that
is capable of operating against
and defeating adversaries with
advanced capabilities.
as cyber warfare tools, stealth and counter-stealth,
and in capabilities designed specifically to exploit
perceived vulnerabilities in U.S.-made systems.
There is thus a real danger that traditional U.S.
advantages will be negated or overtaken by future
adversaries.
To avoid losing its technical edge and to account
for the increased lethality of guided munitions
warfare, the U.S. armed forces must first begin to
develop new operational concepts aimed at securing and maintaining access, freedom of action,
and tactical effectiveness during future power
projection and battlefield operations. Such concepts will aid in identifying the new core tactical
competencies, operational and organizational
constructs, and combat systems needed to survive
and thrive in a fully mature guided munitionsbattle network regime. This is already starting to
happen. The new Air-Sea Battle concept represents
the first real attempt by U.S. defense planners
to come to grips with fighting against potential
adversaries capable of firing dense guided munitions salvos at range.38 But much more work needs
to be done. For example, the U.S. armed forces
will need to update their thinking about Joint
Forcible Entry Operations and AirLand Battle
to account for fighting against adversaries that

employ G-RAMM and the increasingly sophisticated tactical battle networks that employ them.
Irregular warfare, counterterrorist and counterinsurgency concepts must also be updated to
account for adversaries armed with advanced
weaponry. Guided by these new concepts, DOD
must next increase research and development
spending and force designers must develop new
combat systems, units and organizations. Service
planners must then develop the tactics, techniques
and procedures to best exploit them. The U.S.
military must do all these things to preserve its
technical and tactical edge into the future.
While updating and changing its operating concepts and tactics, techniques and procedures to
account for a maturing and steadily more lethal
guided-munitions battle network regime, U.S.
force planners and designers must confront and
deal with two dominating institutional trends.
These are:
• The high and steadily increasing cost of personnel. Recruiting, training and retaining
high-quality individuals for the American
all-volunteer force have proved to be quite expensive, especially after a decade of war. Indeed,
between FY 2001 and FY 2012, compensation
costs per active-duty service member grew 57
percent. Adjusted for inflation, this equates to
4.2 percent real annual growth. Over the same
time period, the share of the base DOD budget devoted to military personnel-related costs
grew from 30 percent in FY 2001 to 34 percent
in FY 2012. Even if the cost per service member
returns to its historical norm of 2.6 percent real
annual growth during the upcoming period
of flat or declining overall defense budgets, by
FY 2021 total military personnel-related costs
(including active and reserve component forces)
could consume nearly half (46 percent) of the
DOD budget, crowding out both investment and
operations and training dollars.39 Unless this
trend is arrested, personnel costs will inevitably

create a system-wide end strength governor for
the American all-volunteer force. Said another
way, because of high and steadily increasing
associated costs, future U.S. military forces will
most likely have far fewer active duty personnel.
• The high and steadily increasing costs for
crewed combat platforms. Similarly, U.S. armed
forces will be unable to replace their current
front-line combat systems and platforms on a
one-for-one basis. To survive against steadily
improving guided munitions and battle networks, crewed combat platforms of all types will
need to be stealthy, able to fight from standoff
ranges, or have highly capable active and passive
defenses able to defeat repeated salvos of guided
munitions – or some combination of all of these
characteristics. However, these capabilities will
come with a steep price. The F-22 Raptor and
F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter both are
exquisite air combat systems. But their procurement costs are much higher than the nonstealthy
aircraft they replace.40 Similarly, the new Flight
III Arleigh Burke-class guided missile destroyer
with its advanced Air and Missile Defense Radar,
the Joint Light Tactical Vehicle, Ground Combat
Vehicle and Amphibious Combat Vehicle will all
likely to be far more expensive than their analogous legacy platforms. Moreover, the operations
and maintenance costs for these new, more technologically advanced platforms will all likely be
higher than the legacy systems they replace.
Barring a major increase in planned military
spending during the next decade, then, the combination of these two trends means the U.S. armed
forces will likely shrink in the coming years. The
key force design challenge will be to make this
smaller future fighting force one that is as or more
effective than the larger legacy force, and one that
is capable of operating against and defeating adversaries with advanced capabilities.
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V I . T h e R ise o f U nmanned
and Autonomous S ystems
One potential answer to this daunting force design
challenge is increased use of unmanned systems.
While attempts to build such systems stretch back
all the way to ancient Greece, the first practical
unmanned systems were self-propelled weapons,
particularly underwater torpedoes. Developed
by English engineer Robert Whitehead, these
unguided, “straight-running” weapons were
powered by compressed air and equipped with an
internal mechanism able to maintain the weapon
at a preset depth. Torpedoes were later followed
by radio-controlled or wire-guided motorboats,
stuffed with enough explosives to seriously damage
or sink ships, and “land torpedoes,” remotecontrolled armored tractors meant to transport a
half-ton of high explosives into enemy trenches.41
From these first early inventions, unmanned
systems evolved along several different lines,
including: aerial target drones; unmanned aerial
systems; unmanned surface and underwater
vehicles; unmanned ground vehicles; unmanned
decoys; robotic rescue systems; remote logistics
delivery systems; and unguided and guided munitions such as torpedoes, cruise missiles and guided
bombs, which are now considered a separate category all their own.42 The early impetus for many
of these systems was to take over duties performed
by humans or manned systems that were “dull”
(involving long duration or repetitious operations),
“dirty” (involving operations in contaminated
environments), or “dangerous” (involving operations in which the danger to humans and manned
systems was deemed unacceptably high, such as
minesweeping, explosive ordnance disposal and
attacks against battle networks employing guided
weapons).43
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Today, the U.S. armed forces operate many thousands of unmanned aerial vehicles of different types,
suggesting the transition to a future unmanned

Current concepts of operation
barely scratch the surface
of the potential for today’s
unmanned systems, much
less future generations of far
more advanced unmanned
and increasingly autonomous
platforms.
war-fighting regime is well underway.44 However,
these numbers are quite deceiving. Because most of
these unmanned systems were conceived, designed
and built with the “dull, dirty and dangerous” paradigm in mind, they are more often than not viewed
merely as adjuncts to manned systems. Moreover,
many were designed to operate in uncontested
environments with rudimentary battle networks
and few guided munitions. This observation is not
meant to imply unmanned systems do not perform
valuable missions. It is simply to convey that despite
their large numbers, the use of unmanned combat
systems in the air, on land and on and under the
sea is still very much in its operational infancy in
the U.S. armed forces. Indeed, current concepts of
operation barely scratch the surface of the potential
for today’s unmanned systems, much less future
generations of far more advanced unmanned and
increasingly autonomous platforms. The potential of
the current generation of unmanned systems derive
primarily from the performance advantages gained
from removing a person from a platform, such
as increased speed, maneuverability and endurance, and from the ability to take increased risk
with unmanned platforms. The potential of future
unmanned systems promises to be both more profound and possibly revolutionary in nature.

Afghan residents look at a robot that is searching for IEDs (improvised explosive devices) during a road clearance patrol by the U.S. Army in
Logar province, eastern Afghanistan in November 2011.
(UMIT BEKTAS/Reuters/Corbis)

The revolutionary potential of future unmanned
systems is tied directly to several interrelated rapid
advances in the technology sector, chief among
them trends in communications and information
technologies. Among the most important are:
• Cyber warfare. Cyber operations are a rapidly advancing dimension of warfare that will
intersect heavily with warfare in the robotics age.
Cyber is likely to be the new “high ground” in
future warfare. An actor who dominates in cyber
conflict can infiltrate command-and-control
networks, generate misinformation and confusion, and potentially even shut down or usurp
control over physical platforms. This will be
especially true for unmanned systems, especially

when operating remotely at a distance from
their operators and maintainers. Moreover, as
the “Internet of things” evolves and the Internet
continues to colonize physical space, even more
physical objects will be networked and remotely
manipulable. Therefore, developments in cyber
warfare are intimately tied to the development
of the Internet, which is continually evolving at
a rapid rate. How these co-developments play
out over time will have an enormous impact on
the pace and scope of the shift to unmanned and
robotic systems.45
• Protected communications. Because of the
threat of cyber warfare and advances in electronic combat, a common complaint heard
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about unmanned systems is they are limited by
the need for robust and reliable communications links to their human operators. However,
the U.S. military is investing heavily in various
forms of high-bandwidth, protected communications, such as advanced extremely high
frequency satellites, laser and free-space optical
communications, and with a new generation of
small, low-cost receiving terminals. Together,
these technologies will address the long-standing
U.S. military demand for robust, anti-jam, and
secure communications for tactical forces and
platforms on the move in distant theaters. As
these technologies become more available, many
of today’s concerns about being able to communicate reliably with unmanned systems over long
ranges seem likely to be ameliorated. At the same
time, redundant and secure line-of-sight communication links will allow groups and swarms
of unmanned systems and platforms to maintain
communications among themselves in even the
most contested electromagnetic environments.46
Because of their increased endurance, unmanned
systems are in fact uniquely suited to perform
the role of communications relays themselves,
either in the air or undersea.
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• Advanced computing and big data. Computers
have always overmatched humans in crunching numbers. Today, they already make millions
of calculations a second, and future computers
will have even higher computational speeds.
This will inevitably improve the performance
of sensors, tactical decision aids, and weapons
systems. At the same time, the amount of data
available to users in many competitive domains,
including military activity, is exploding.47 The
sheer amount of data now available is far beyond
any human’s ability to process, correlate and
act upon it. Analysis of large data sets – now
known as big data – will become a key basis of
economic, scientific and military competition, as
high-speed computers increasingly tap into enormous open source (or classified), cloud-based

information repositories and make sense of it
in ways heretofore considered impossible.48 For
the foreseeable future, human intelligence will
continue to be required to apply context and
judgment to data analysis and to account for
qualitative insights.49 However, future advances
could lead to discontinuous jumps in computer
processing and engineering that could allow
computers to process huge data sets and portray
the data in ways that mimic human intuition and
judgment, leading to a new generation of powerful campaign and tactical decision aids.
• Autonomy. The ongoing fusion of sensor technology with advanced computational and
processing power has enabled commercial and
military platforms to become more aware of their
environment and interact with it in the absence
of human control. Early and significant steps in
this regard include unmanned aerial systems able
to take off, navigate to predetermined waypoints
and land autonomously, as well as land-based
counter-GRAMM and shipboard close-in
defense systems capable of fully automatic
operations. The future will see more revolutionary capabilities, up to and including the ability
for platforms – singularly or in “swarms” – to
perform a host of missions, including autonomous ISR, jamming, decoys, communications
relay and cargo resupply. While human decisionmaking will likely retain advantages in situations
that are complex, ambiguous, require understanding of context or require judgment for some
time, steadily improving autonomous logic will
certainly be useful in situations where simple,
predictable tasks are being performed, where
reaction time is critical, or where communications links with human controllers are fragile.
For some types of target sets in relatively uncluttered environments, it is already possible to build
systems that can identify, target and engage
enemy forces, although current DOD guidelines
direct that a human be in the loop for offensive
lethal force decisions.50

• Artificial intelligence. The number of instances
where humans must remain in the loop will
likely shrink over time. Advances in computing power coupled with access to big data are
sure to make future computers increasingly
“smarter.” Today, computers employing early
forms of artificial intelligence can perform better
than humans in specific, isolated tasks such as
driving cars and flying airplanes and can defeat
humans in games such as chess and Jeopardy. In
the near future, artificial intelligence will likely
continue to be context-specific and confined to
specific problems, with human insight needed to
understand the broader context or step outside
the frame of a particular problem. As machine
intelligence advances, however, the functional
worldview of artificial systems will increase, with
intelligent systems able to operate in increasingly
complex and cluttered environments. In the far
future, computers may “not only understand
our world, they will be able to communicate that
understanding to us and make it look easy.”51
They might be able to make diagnoses, provide
recommended courses, or make decisions of
their own based on preprogrammed guidance
or rules of engagement. Maximizing the use of
advances in artificial intelligence will depend on
finding the optimal mix of machine and human
intelligences for any given problem, leveraging
the unique advantages of their differing cognitive
abilities.
In addition to advances in information technology,
several supporting enabling technologies will also
play a key role in the development of an unmanned
warfare regime. How these technology areas
develop may make a significant difference in the
way the current guided munitions-battle network
regime evolves, the viability and cost of unmanned
and autonomous systems, as well as potential
countermeasures to them.
• Commercial robotics. The commercial robotics industry is thriving. The International

Federation of Robotics estimate there are over 1.4
million robots of one form or another in today’s
global production facilities. For example, Japan’s
FANUC Robotics produces an industrial fleet
of over fifty different production robots. The
largest of these lifts and cuts up to a ton of large
rolls of materials; the smallest picks and places
either pills or batteries along an assembly line.
However, robots are proliferating throughout
the commercial workplace. For example, new
robots are being produced for stack and sort and
automated distribution warehouse operations, in
the agricultural sector, and for work on deepsea oil rigs. Sales of domestic robots topped 12
million robots in 2012 alone. As the demand for
commercial robotic systems goes up in sector
after sector, control and autonomous logic will
inevitably improve along with the dexterity and
capability of the systems.52 Many of these robots
might have or could be modified to provide military utility.
• Miniaturization. Small, high-density power and
propulsion systems will lead to smaller guided
munitions as well as unmanned systems of all
types. These smaller weapons and systems will be
quite capable, as new manufacturing techniques
allow the fabrication of ever smaller electronic
and mechanical devices and systems. For
example, the exponential increases in aggregate
computing power predicted by Moore’s Law,
with the resulting decreasing size and increasing density of microprocessors, has generally
reduced the size of the sensors and guidance
and control systems, as well as the overall size
of many commercial and military platforms. At
the same time, increasing guidance accuracy
allows the development of smaller and smaller
guided munitions, designed to limit collateral
damage. Similarly, with no need to account
for human support systems, miniaturization is
rapidly occurring for unmanned systems, offering the potential for military forces to operate
undetected for extended durations – potentially
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A technician works with Baxter, an adaptive manufacturing robot created by Rethink Robotics at The Rodon Group manufacturing facility,
Tuesday, March 12, 2013, in Hatfield, Pa.
(Matt Rourke/Associated Press)

hiding in plain sight masquerading as birds,
insects or inanimate objects.53 Moreover, miniaturization of robotic systems would enable the
rapid deployment of massive numbers of platforms – saturating an adversary’s defenses and
enabling the use of swarming concepts of operation that have powerful potential to upend more
linear approaches to war-fighting.54
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• Additive manufacturing. Technologies that create objects through a sequential layering process,
such as 3D printing, can be used for both prototyping and distributed manufacturing. This will
make it possible for extremely rapid prototyping
of new systems and potentially rapid scaling of
production.55 This technology is also likely to
alter how U.S. forces are deployed and resupplied. Consider the ability of deployed units to
print replacement parts for key equipment sets
without having to depend on long-range (and
vulnerable) logistics infrastructure. Consider

how U.S. naval operations and deployment tempos would be affected by the ability for deployed
ships to print parts while underway – potentially
lengthening the time between needed port calls.
This could result in reduced operational costs in
peacetime, and increased operational independence in wartime.
• Small, high-density power generation systems. The rise of unmanned and increasingly
autonomous systems is leading to platforms
and concepts of operation that can take full
advantage of the ability to loiter in geographic
areas for long periods – sometimes measured
in days, and eventually in weeks or months. A
limiting factor for range, endurance and payload is the fuel necessary to power the platform.
Along with additive manufacturing techniques
that can help decrease weight and better fuel
efficiency techniques, the introduction of new
high-power generation systems like fuel cells and

high-density batteries will be necessary to take
full advantage of emerging unmanned systems
that could conceivably operate for extended periods in denied environments. Alternative power
systems such as radioisotope power may be particularly suited to certain environments, such as
underwater, but also raise policy challenges that
must be addressed.
• Electric weapons. As guided munitions and battle
networks proliferate, legacy power projection platforms and bases will be vulnerable to saturation
attack from large numbers of long-range guided
weapons, such as ballistic and cruise missiles,
unless defenders can find interception methods
with favorable cost-exchange ratios. As previously
discussed, the guided munitions-battle network
regime is offensive dominant, which imposes both
great burdens and costs on a defender. Shooting
two $10 million to $15 million interceptors against
a single inbound ballistic missile to ensure a successful engagement is a losing proposition over
the long run in a guided munitions salvo competition. This will be even more true when defending
against future swarming attacks by unmanned
systems. Electric weapons, such as electromagnetic rail guns and high-energy lasers, with high
rates of fire and low cost per shot, could help
redress both near-term and far-term problems. As
such, military planners are aggressively pursuing them.56 High-powered microwave weapons
that disrupt electronics likewise have tremendous
potential. Such weapons could disable enemy
weapons and electronic systems through nonlethal means and could potentially be employed
with a greater degree of autonomy in unmanned
systems.57 With the development of smaller, highdensity power generation systems, these systems
could be made much more compact, making
them available on future battlefields in increasing
numbers.

or cognitive – has the potential to play a significant role in enabling militaries to cope with the
fast-paced, data-rich environment of a robotics
warfare regime. Pharmaceutical drugs such as
Modafinil and Adderall already have the potential to sustain or increase cognitive performance
but raise challenging ethical issues, particularly
for their use in military populations who may be
subject to coercion or pressure from leadership.
Potential adversaries, on the other hand, may
have less ethical concerns with using performance-modifying drugs. Advances in synthetic
biology may also hold the potential for adversary
use of weapons to degrade human performance
or even directly attack civilian populations.58
There are also active programs underway
designed to produce capable exoskeletons for
U.S. military personnel. For example, the U.S.
Army and U.S. Special Operations Command are
developing a Tactical Assault Light Operator Suit
(TALOS) that aims to integrate advanced armor,
command and control computers, power generators and enhanced mobility exoskeletons. Such
systems have the potential for truly revolutionary
change in infantry warfare, which has been limited since the beginning of war by the amount of
weight a person can carry.59

• Human performance modification. Leveraging
technology to enhance human ability – physical
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V I I . 2 0 Y Y: WA R FA R E I N T H E
R O B OT I C A G E
When confronting the increased lethality of future
battlefields and the high costs of personnel and
crewed combat systems, force planners and designers seem certain to exploit the above technological
advances and increasingly turn to unmanned
systems in an effort to improve the combat effectiveness and lethality of a smaller U.S. military.
As these advances make unmanned systems more
capable and reliable, they are likely to give rise to a
new Age of Robotics. Current unmanned systems
and robots are capable of making some rudimentary decisions on their own. However, with steady
advances in computing, big data, artificial intelligence, automation, miniaturization and new power
generation systems, future systems will likely be
capable of acting with increasing autonomy and
replicating the performance of humans in many
situations. These future advanced systems will
also be able to take on roles humans simply cannot, such as undertaking more dangerous missions
or reacting with greater speed, precision and
coordination than humans are capable of. These
characteristics are likely to make unmanned
systems and robots of all shapes and capabilities
more and more attractive to force designers, and
more central to tactics and operations. As just
one example, consider the words of retired Navy
Captain Wayne P. Hughes as he contemplated the
future of naval warfare:
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…we may be on the leading edge of a new age of
tactics. Call it the “age of robotics.” Unpeopled air,
surface, and subsurface vehicles have a brilliant,
if disconcerting, future in warfare. To appreciate the possibilities, think of future unmanned
aerial vehicles in the same relationship to the
manned combat aircraft as the present precisionguided Tomahawk land-attack vehicle has with
respect to the scarcely aimed V-1 cruise missiles
of late World War II….[T]he most likely [revolution in warfare] is not in information acquisition,

By relying on smaller size and
superior numbers, unmanned
systems can be built to be
lost in combat, making
survivability a characteristic
not of any individual platform
but of a swarm of systems,
operating together.
transfer, and processing, the beginnings of which
are already fifty years behind us insofar as naval
tactics are concerned. The revolution will be in
uninhabited robots that search and shoot under
amazing modes of self-control.60
As Captain Hughes portends, by leveraging their
unique attributes, unmanned and autonomous
systems offer potentially revolutionary new concepts of operation and approaches. While platform
costs for some high-end unmanned systems
designed to operate in contested airspace and land
and maritime environments may in some cases be
comparable to manned variants, increased autonomy may still yield significant savings in training,
operations, and total lifecycle costs. Furthermore,
because there have no crew, unmanned systems
offer an entirely different approach to survivability. Instead of building ever-smaller numbers of
exquisite crewed platforms to penetrate an enemy’s
battle networks, large quantities of low-cost,
expendable unmanned systems can be produced
to allow U.S. forces to overwhelm enemy defense
with favorable cost-exchange ratios. By relying on
smaller size and superior numbers, unmanned
systems can be built to be lost in combat, making
survivability a characteristic not of any individual
platform but of a swarm of systems, operating

An octocopter (a drone with eight rotors) hovers in front of vapour trails left by aircraft during a presentation, to showcase the potential use of
drones in the video and photography industries, in Pirnice, Slovenia in May 2013.
(Srdjan Zivulovic/Reuters)

together. This approach also allows graceful degradation of a capability rather than the complete loss
of a capability if an exquisite manned multimission
platform is disabled or destroyed.

reconnaissance-strike swarm could achieve speed,
synchronization and coordination of maneuver far
surpassing that possible with manned platforms,
rendering previous methods of warfare obsolete.

Networked, cooperative swarms of unmanned
systems that can maneuver and engage targets
collectively also have the potential to achieve
reaction times much faster than that of human
operators. Intelligent swarms can overwhelm
adversary defenses, autonomously jamming,
spoofing and employing non-lethal disruptive
weapons such as high-powered microwaves, while
relaying the position of enemy targets to human
controllers who can authorize lethal engagements.
Human controllers, safely removed from harm’s
way, would provide mission-level control over
the swarm, but the leading edge of the battlefront
across all domains would be unmanned, networked, intelligent and autonomous. The resulting

Even at the low end of the conflict spectrum, U.S.
military planners will likely be forced to consider
how to best employ unmanned systems. For example, a smaller U.S. military is unlikely to achieve
the desired counterinsurgent-to-population ratio
in future counterinsurgency campaigns except in
instances where the population is quite small.61
One response might be to try and avoid these types
of operations together. Another, better approach
might be to develop new counterinsurgency concepts that exploit the advantages of an integrated
manned-unmanned unit. This was precisely the
type of thinking that informed a crowd control
demonstration conducted by Naval Air Warfare
Center Weapons Division engineers and the iRobot
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Corporation. In this demonstration, unmanned
ground and aerial vehicles worked together to
effectively disperse a simulated crowd of people.62
While many consider unmanned warfare as being
“high-end,” a central premise of the 20YY research
agenda is that it will span the full range of military
operations.

While many consider
unmanned warfare as being
“high-end,” a central premise
of the 20YY research agenda is
that it will span the full range
of military operations.
In such a regime, the “winners” will likely be
those who best leverage the unique advantages of
both machine and human intelligences. The character of this new war-fighting regime is hinted
at in Tyler Cowen’s book Average Is Over. In the
book, Cowen posits how the American economy
may change over time as society continues to
accommodate the ever-growing presence of computers, machines and robots. Cowen observes that
we take as a matter of faith that computers will
beat humans in games of knowledge and insight.
Cowen points out, however, that the most successful chess champions are not machines or humans
but rather human-machine teams working
together in what is called “free play” chess.63 In a
future war-fighting regime dominated by guided
munitions and unmanned and autonomous
systems, those who master “free play” combat by
harnessing the relative cognitive advantages of
both humans and machines will likely dominate
the battlefield as well.
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We are convinced that the transition to this new
war-fighting regime is no longer a matter of if, but
only a matter of when. Taking a cue from the 20XX
Future Warfare games, we therefore refer to this
logical potential successor to the guided munitions-battle network regime as the “20YY regime,”
so as to avoid pointless debates over what decade or
year the new regime may arrive. Our focus must be
only on preparing for it.

V I I I . T h e 20 Y Y R egime :
I mp l ications f or M i l itary
S trategy, O rganization and
O perations
It is important that defense analysts, planners and
policymakers begin to contemplate the contours
of this successor 20YY war-fighting regime sooner
rather than later. Unlike the military-technical
revolution sparked by guided weapons and battle
networks, advances in the commercial sector will
likely trigger the MTR associated with unmanned,
robotic and autonomous attack systems. This
means there could be a variety of regime first movers and a high likelihood of strategic, operational
or tactical surprise.
There are other good reasons to begin contemplating the 20YY regime beyond hedging and
preparing for potential surprises, however. In
addition to discerning the potential military
ramifications and consequences of advances
in such things as computer and big data, artificial intelligence, robotic systems and additive
manufacturing, there are a number of conceptual
issues that must be seriously considered. Indeed,
a war-fighting regime dominated by robotic and
unmanned and autonomous systems is likely to
challenge our basic core concepts of defense strategy, including deterrence, reassurance, dissuasion
and compellence. Examples of the kinds of things
that merit careful analysis by defense policymakers, technologists and the analytic community
include, but are not limited to:

Deterrence
For all the reasons outlined above, a war-fighting
regime centered on unmanned and autonomous
systems will rapidly spread to the point where one
or more actors achieve – or more likely perceive
– degrees of parity in the military-technical competition. In essence, the 20YY regime is more likely
to feature contests between actors that are fielding
roughly similar types of offensive and defensive

capabilities, making it much harder to perceive and
capitalize on technical advantages. Conventional
deterrence relationships in a 20YY regime may
begin to become far more dynamic – depending
more on actual or perceived advantages in particular regions or subregions, where speed, mass,
deception and geography could play more central
roles than in the recent past.

Crisis Stability
An unmanned and autonomous systems-centered
war-fighting regime will have profound implications for how political leaders and military
commanders interpret adversary behavior, make
judgments on how to posture forces, decide
whether and how to use force, and determine
how best to manage escalation if conflict erupts.
Decades of military interactions between manned
submarines, ships and aircraft have spurred the
evolution of general norms of behavior that have
helped maintain stability even during times of
high tension between actors. However, the introduction of unmanned and autonomous systems
into crisis-prone regions will complicate efforts
at maintaining crisis stability. For example, in
September 2013, a Chinese military drone flew
toward the Japanese-controlled Senkaku islands
that are at the center of a territorial dispute. Japan
responded by scrambling F-15 fighter jets and
both nations engaged in heated rhetoric regarding
future use of force. In a future in which unmanned
or potentially autonomous systems may be
confronting each other, the prospects for miscalculation and inadvertent escalation in places like the
South and East China Seas seem quite high – and
potentially undermine crisis stability.64 New norms
of behavior will need to be developed as leaders adapt to the unique attributes and challenges
of unmanned and autonomous systems in crisis
situations.

Force Posture
New military capabilities naturally spur revisions
to how military forces are deployed and stationed
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Chief Aerographer’s Mate Trung Freed, from Naval Mine and Anti-Submarine Warfare Command, Corpus Christi, Texas, monitors the
deployment of a Bluefin Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) during a day of at-sea testing being conducted as part of AUV Fest 2007,
sponsored by the Office of Naval Research, and hosted by the Naval Surface Warfare Center Panama City.
(U.S. Navy photo)
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around the world and within key regions.65
In recent years we have seen how long-range
unmanned vehicles have created opportunities
to leverage smaller, more austere, locations from
which to engage in surveillance and counterterrorism operations. We should expect that a
war-fighting regime centered on unmanned and
autonomous systems would impact how U.S. forces
posture overseas. For instance, the emergence of
long endurance large-diameter unmanned underwater vehicles might significantly alter how U.S.
submarine forces are postured and stationed in key
theaters. Longer-range unmanned aerial systems
will provide new opportunities to station capabilities farther afield from key subregions (e.g., Diego
Garcia, Australia). Technology also impacts how
militaries conceive of the importance of particular

geographic locations. For example, Guam and the
Pacific Islands are more important to U.S. strategy
given the increasing range of precision ballistic
missiles. It remains unclear how a 20YY-type
regime will reshape conceptions of military
posture and basing, but given the length of time
needed for repositioning U.S. military forces and
negotiating with allies and partners, U.S. policymakers would be wise to start thinking and
planning now.

Alliances and Partnerships
Perhaps unlike recent shifts in defense technology and war-fighting paradigms, a move toward
a regime featuring large numbers of unmanned
and increasingly autonomous systems might
play to the strengths of some key U.S. allies. For

crewed platforms and the personnel to employ
them, the organizational changes that would be
required might create substantial adoption barriers.66 Operationally, the ability of smaller states
(e.g. Singapore, Qatar, Bahrain, some NATO
partners) to leverage additive manufacturing
and other advanced industrial techniques may
enhance their ability to create next generation
capabilities, produce them at scale, and field military forces at a level well above historical norms.
In fact, a fully realized robotics warfare regime
may decouple military power from the population
base, traditionally a significant metric of potential
military power. The challenge for U.S. defense
planners will be to help allies and partners determine their unique requirements, the possibilities
inherent in developing niche capabilities, and
ways they might be integrated into multilateral
partnerships, alliance structures and military
operations.

Roles and Missions
A researcher from the Biomimetic Millisystems Lab from the
University of California Berkeley with his flying H2Bird robot, at the
Drones and Aerial Robotics Conference (DARC), held at New York
University on October 11, 2013.
(KIKE CALVO/Associated Press)

example, Japan and South Korea are market
leaders in computer technology and particularly in the integration of robotics into both
domestic manufacturing and service industries.
The opportunities to harness the increasingly
commercial-centric innovations into advanced
military platforms could incentivize greater
defense planning collaboration, research and
development strategy, and interoperability for
fielded systems. Defense leaders should expect
challenges however, as even though the procurement and training costs for adopting elements
of the 20YY regime will likely be lower than the
outlays required for procuring future high-end

The 20YY regime will have a powerful influence
on how U.S. armed forces are organized, trained
and equipped. We are seeing only the beginnings
of this shift currently, but they are significant. A
good example is how the U.S. Navy is beginning
to integrate unmanned systems into current force
design. The maritime surveillance and reconnaissance community is actively integrating unmanned
systems into manned P-8A Poseidon squadrons.67
This early form of free play operations, which
sees the integration of manned and unmanned
platforms at the unit level, suggests a powerful
future inflection point that in most cases will likely
enhance operational effectiveness and reduce risk
to manned platforms. In other cases, there may be
cultural or institutional antibodies to unmanned
systems, particularly if they are perceived to
threaten traditional manned roles and missions in
various communities.68

Operational Concepts
The 20YY regime might upend traditional ways
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U.S. analysts have conceived of contemporary
military competitions and regional balances of
power, necessitating new ways to project and
sustain military power into and within large
contested zones. Two plausible shifts to operating concepts are most acute, and others might
become clear as the regime matures.
First is the relationship between offense and
defense. Since the end of the Cold War and the
near-monopoly U.S. forces have enjoyed in the
guided munitions-battle network regime, offensive forms of warfare have been dominant. Missile
defenses and integrated air defense networks have
generally been judged insufficient against a longrange strike complex in which guided munitions
can overcome defensive systems – certainly insofar as defending against U.S. military operations
are concerned. This has spurred China and other
potential competitors to invest heavily in offensive strike systems of their own – in China’s case
long-range ballistic missiles that can hold U.S.
air bases and aircraft carriers at risk. This maturation of the guided munitions regime – away
from an outright U.S. monopoly to something
less – means the stability of the military competition in Asia will begin to erode, as first strike
incentives become more pronounced at the conventional level of war. The emergence of a 20YY
regime centered on unmanned and increasingly
autonomous systems will alter the contours of the
offense-defense balance even further – the specifics of which are difficult to perceive but critical to
explore.
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Second is the balance between quality and quantity in the 20YY regime. During the Cold War,
U.S. military strategy centered on establishing
qualitative military dominance as a means to
counter the quantitative advantages of the Soviet
Union. We produced fewer platforms than the
Soviet Union, but we ensured they were generally more capable on the battlefield. As discussed
earlier, this approach ultimately undermined

Boston Dynamics’ Atlas, a high-mobility, humanoid robot designed
to negotiate rough terrain, takes on an irregular surface in this
terrain negotiation exercise in Homestead, Florida in December
2013.
(Andrew Innerarity/Reuters)

Warsaw Pact military strategy in Europe and
rapidly eroded the Soviet conventional deterrent.
This strategy has continued throughout the postCold War period and into the present, with U.S.
forces enjoying a qualitative advantage over any
conceivable adversary. However, once precision
munitions have fully proliferated, it is possible
that quantity – or mass – begins to re-emerge as a
critical discriminator for actors vying for military
advantage. If such incentives exist, we are likely
to see actors pursue concepts designed to leverage
large quantities of relatively low-cost unmanned
and autonomous systems to employ “swarms”

to overwhelm an adversary during offensive or
defensive operations. Such an approach could
quickly affect the perceived or actual military balance of power in key regions.

Unlike the Cold War –
when government research
and development spending
spurred most military
innovations (e.g., stealth,
precision navigation and
timing, satellites, computer
networking, etc.) – the
technical enablers of the 20YY

(e.g., autonomy, big data, additive manufacturing, miniaturization, etc.) are largely driven by the
commercial world. These commercial drivers will
tend to reduce both the fiscal and organizational
costs for militaries attempting to procure and
integrate these capabilities, as much of the development costs will be incurred and incentivized by the
private sector.69 This dynamic will likely increase
the speed of adoption, potentially increasing the
threat that the United States will be surprised by
an adversary’s ability to field advanced military
capabilities. For example, the Japanese recently
dominated a competition to build rescue robots
sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency.70 There is no reason to believe
that other countries less friendly to the United
States will be unable to surprise the United States
by introducing militarily useful robotic systems
– especially since their development and testing
might be far more difficult to detect than that for
manned systems.

regime (e.g., autonomy, big
data, additive manufacturing,
miniaturization, etc.)
are largely driven by the
commercial world.
Accelerated Diffusion and Strategic Surprise
The 20YY regime will take time to develop, but
given the pace and scale of globalization and the
diffusion of military technology, it is likely to
evolve far more rapidly than the guided munitions regime of the mid-to-late 20th century. Unlike
the Cold War – when government research and
development spending spurred most military
innovations (e.g., stealth, precision navigation
and timing, satellites, computer networking,
etc.) – the technical enablers of the 20YY regime
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I X . W e M ust P repare N ow
f or 20 Y Y
Since the end of the Cold War, the United States
military has enjoyed a virtual monopoly in the
guided munitions-battle network regime. U.S.
warfighters have benefited enormously from a
long series of affirmative strategic decisions made
by defense policymakers in the Department of
Defense and on Capitol Hill – spurring investments in game-changing technologies that
essentially “locked in” America’s technological
advantage for a generation.
Now, however, as the United States’ ability to
project power and to dominate force-on-force
encounters begins to erode as more and more
opponents become able to effectively employ
guided weapons, defense planners must begin
to shift their gaze from the current war-fighting
regime to the coming one dominated by proliferated sensors, electric weapons, and ubiquitous
unmanned and autonomous systems in all operating domains. Unfortunately, as they do so, there
is a very real danger that today’s environment
– featuring declining budgets with increasing
internal cost drivers, a desire to look inward after
more than a decade of war and interservice rivalries centering on preserving legacy capabilities
and outdated operational concepts – will make
it challenging to spur and sustain the thinking, development of new operational concepts,
research, experimentation and investments needed
to prepare today’s U.S. military for the demands of
the 20YY future.
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The United States must overcome this challenge. If
it hopes to maintain its technological superiority,
the U.S. armed forces must begin to conceptualize
how a maturing guided munitions-battle network regime and advances in technologies driven
primarily by the civilian sector may coalesce and
combine in ways that could spark a new militarytechnical revolution. It cannot afford to defer the

time, thinking and investments needed to prepare
for warfare in the Age of Robotics. This is especially true given the speed of globalization and the
diffusion of military capability to potential future
adversaries large and small. To a degree that U.S.
force planners are simply not accustomed to, other
global actors are in a position to make significant
headway toward a highly robotic war-fighting
future in ways that could outpace the much bigger
and slow-moving U.S. defense bureaucracy.
The United States cannot allow this to happen. It
must ensure that the Soldiers, Airmen, Sailors and
Marines of tomorrow’s wars are prepared to fight
and win. Preparing now for the 20YY war-fighting
regime is a key means toward this end.
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